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White House Chief of Staff.  

1600 Pennsylvania Ave. 

Washington D.C. 20500 

Dear Mr. Meadows, 

I am writing to you on behalf        

of Human Trafficking and    

Torture Victims you apparently    

have left out of this category and       

to whom you and the Trump      

administration are neglecting to    

offer help and inclusion, much     

less recognize us as such? Did      

you mean to do this or are you        

simply grossly uninformed? I am     

speaking about “Targeted   

Individuals” or FISA/DHS/FBI/   

Fusion Center scapegoats–   

known innocent people declared 

threats and their lives ruined, or      

taken.  

  

The false pretense upon which     

our country is being turned     

into a Police State.  

We estimate hundreds of     

thousands of innocent   

Americans to be victims of     

DHS FBI Fusion Centers    

Human Trafficking and   

Torture programs based on    

fraudulent FISA “warrants”.   

Historically, Fusion Centers   

have refused to be accountable     

for the money the US     

government and state   

governments pump into them.    

They have made it known to      

Congress that they view    

accountability as a joke. FULL     

LETTER 

                                      The Official Corrupt Effort Designed to Keep  
"The Program" Hidden 

THROUGH A CLEVER,   

MASSIVE COVER-UP 

ALERT: The exact same tactic is       

being used today against targeted     

victims monitored and tracked by     

drones and satellites around the clock.      

After ongoing monitoring reveals    

where the victim is going, calls are       

made in advance to locations such as       

restaurants, businesses, the gym, and     

virtually any and everywhere there     

will be interactions with others to      

include out of state, doctors in the  

 

nationwide network. This results in     

Organized Community Stalking   

efforts by "Surveillance Role Players"     

in a massive population control     

testing program. "The Program"    

originates from Operation Ctrs. 

Can activists, whistle blowers, or      

anyone determined expendable be    

covertly silenced by heinous mind     

control secret operations using    

programmed Manchurian Puppets?   

Some believe they can and are,      

conveniently and historically!  Review 

 
Big Brother Watching The Cover Up 
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Author Samuel Ludwick 

United Nations Investigation into "Cyber-Torture" 
      Testimony of a Targeted Individual 
My Father and Uncle Served in World War 2 at “D-DAY”, My Grandfather Served 

the “NAVY” by Building “Cecil Field in Jacksonville, Florida, my Uncles on my 

Mothers Side Served in “Korea”, My Brother Served the “NAVY” in Vietnam, and as 

a Contractor in Iraq. 

 

If you Serve or have served the UNITED STATES MILITARY in “ANY CAPACITY” 

or are “FAMILY” TO A VETRAN – You Can Expect them to use “Electromagnetic 

Weapons” on You and your Family, To Torture & Murder your Wife’s, Children, & 

Grandparents – It Makes them Feel Like “TOUGH GUYS” TO TORTURE & 

MURDER Women, Children & the Elderly. The Generals, Admirals, will Order it 

for the Fun of it!!! You Can Read my Story at TILIBRARY.com. 

 
A CONFESSION FROM MIT - ADMITTING THE MILITARY        

INDUSTRIAL INTELLIGENCE COMPLEX IS WORKING WITH      

UNIVERSITIES, CORPORATIONS, AND THE MILITARY  Read More 

 

Targeted Individuals 
India 

 

 

 
Help our work group       
to break down the       
various methods being     
used so we can present         
it to courts. Review 

 
              Author Samuel Ludwick 

 
“EVERYTHING YOU DONE TO ME, ALREADY DONE TO YOU.”  

Celie from The Color Purple. Oprah      

played this quote to lead into her next        

comment. “All the energy that you      

spend  trying to hurt somebody else 

that energy will turn around and slap       

you in the face. The same energy is true         

of love.”   

 

 

Happy Birthday October TI Babies 

 

TI’s Never Stop Fighting Here’s WHY VS TRUMPS SILENT MAjORITY  
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Before I Knew I Was a Targeted             
Individual 

 

I probably should've known sooner that I'm a targeted individual. That's           

what I think when I look back on my life and recount the many abnormal               

streaks of what seemed like bad luck and/or people behaving strangely.  

But it can be hard to figure out what's going on when people are actively               

wiping one's short to mid-term memory. After a lot of healing work and             

memory recovery I realized that the gang stalking phenomenon was          

brought up to me on more than one occasion by people who left my life as                

quickly as they came in.  Read More 

 

 

 
Authou Joshua Andrews 

Hey Mom I’m A Targeted Individual 
 

If you are targeted and gang stalked, I do not need to give you a               

definition. You already know what it means to live it. What I do provide              

for you is my personal experience, my observations as to who is involved,             

and some of the techniques I have used to combat it. 

 

What I can do is give you information on what I have personally             

discovered about who and what is behind this, and advise you with            

techniques I have used to counteract it.  Amazon 

 

Karen Melton-Stewart 
Karen Melton Stewart, linguist, artist, accidental NSA Whistleblower targeted for 
going to NSA IG. 
Karen has added TI letters and other valuable information to the TIs Fight 

Back networking news channel/newspaper website.  She will also be 

helping with our TIs guide page.  

 
 

 
Authou.TIDale 

Harcèlement Electromagnétique + 
V2k + Gang Stalking 

 
Bonjour,je suis harcelé par un groupe d'individus dont l'un des leader se            

nomme GAGNU FREDDY travaillant pour le groupe NOVELTY France en          

tant que régisseur général ainsi qu'un autre membre de ce groupe           

dénommé AZALA LIAS ,sur Facebook celui-ci se fait appeler RAZHLA Il           

est possible qu'il est fermé où bloquer ce compte depuis.le premier           

nommé de par sa position sociale dispose du matériel et des gens,            

"hackers où combattants "organisés pour la traque ,la surveillance et le           

contrôle neuronal de leurs cibles ,je subit tout ceci depuis bientôt 4ans et             

j'ai pris le temps de m'informer avant de vous contacter .Ce ne sont pas              

d'obscurs agents gouvernementaux où autres entités mystiques, mais bien         

une organisation criminelle organisé œuvrant depuis les squatts de la          

régions parisiennes sur lesquelles ils ont la mainmise. Ils ont à leur            

disposition des hackers de haut niveau et de nombreuse petites mains à            

leurs soldes.J'ai subit menaces de mort ,voir de viol contre moi et ma             

famille  read more 

 
 

 
Author Jocelyn Abidos 
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WHAT’S NEW/COMING 

NEW! Add To 
Networking Podcast 

Channel 
You can now add your     

podcast channel to TI    

networking website.  

 
NEW! TI Events! 

Targeted Individuals if you    

have a TI event that you      

would like to share with     

other targeted individuals   

our new events page has     

been added to the website.     

EVENTS 
 

New! TIs Fight Back 
Podcast 

The podcast will be seeking     

special guest speakers who    

specialize in bringing TIs    

good information based on    

their instinctive research,   

books and fact findings. We     

look forward to welcoming    

them on the show soon. If      

you would like to be     

interviewed on a TI podcast     

you can submit your    

request here 

COMING!  TI TV 

 

COMING!  TI Book 
Club 

Starting a targeted   

individual book club, where    

we would discuss articles,    

documents, court cases etc    

would play a huge part in      

helping tis fight for freedom     

from covert harassment.   

More details coming soon. 

 

COMING! TIs 
Terminology Reference 

Page 

We all learn differently    

that's why TIs Fight Back     

Networking News Channel   

is going to cater to all      

learning styles, so every    

targeted individual  

understands the meaning of    

what a targeted individual    

is and how it pertains to      

you in your everyday life.    

 

   COMING! Kayne 
West For 2021 

President Article  
What does it have to do      

with being a targeted    

individual or not.   

 

COMING! TI Guide 
Resource page on TIs Fight 

Back website where 

targeted individuals can go 

seeking info on where to go, 

who to talk to and letters to 

write about your targeting 

experience.  Knowing every 

outlet from city, state, and 

government levels to tackle 

your targeting and where to 

report it.  

 

COMING!  TI Chat 
Support 

Targeted individuals who   

are wanting to give support     

to fellow TIs. Can volunteer     

and offer support at their     

convenience.

 

COMING! The 
Unabomber A Mkultra 
Experiment Gone Bad 

Article  
Did they train him to be an       

assassin then locked him up     

for doing it. 

 

COMING! TI 
REVIEWS!  

All targeted individuals deal    

with businesses/  

corporations and their   

product or services.  It is  

suggested that we have a      

spot to write those    

reviews.Writing a review   

will let other TIs know     

about your experience. For    

far to long these organized     

businesses and their   

employees that represent   

them have gotten away with     

organized crime. Its time to     

stand up and make them     

take notice that our money     

will not be spent with     

businesses who don't treat    

us with respect. They don't     

have to support our TIs     

cause but they will    

RESPECT us as a paying     

customer. TIs are   

constantly bullied and   

manipulated by these   

businesses who listen to    

voice to skull commands    

and or gang stalked by the      

perps who represent the    

business. It's time to let     

others know that   

unsatisfactory customer  

service will not be tolerated.     

In addition if you travel TIs      

need to know what places     

that don't target and which     

ones that do. 

 

 

Gaslighting 
is a form of psychological manipulation in which a person or a group covertly sows seeds of doubt in a targeted individual or group,                        

making them question their own memory, perception, or judgment, often evoking in them cognitive dissonance and other changes,                  

including low self-esteem. Using denial, misdirection, contradiction, and misinformation, gaslighting involves attempts to destabilize              

the victim and delegitimize the victim’s beliefs. Instances can range from the denial by an abuser that previous abusive incidents                    

occurred, to belittling the victim’s emotions and feelings, to the staging of bizarre events by the abuser with the intention of disorienting                      

the victim. 

10 SIGNS YOU ARE A VICTIM OF GASLIGHTING 
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Testimony Of A Targeted Individual 

 
Author Samuel Ludwick 

 

My name is Samuel Robert Ludwick. My education includes an Associate           

of Science Degree in Architectural Design and Construction Technology         

(4.0 GPA), an Associate of Arts Degree in General Education (3.7 GPA). I             

also completed three years of a Bachelor of Science Degree in           

Construction Engineering. I had to stop going to school in 2001 due to             

trying to work, go to school, deal with my mother’s passing, being gang             

stalked, and suffering from “Electronic Intrusion. I began my career in           

Architecture, Engineering, and Construction Management at Miami       

International Airport as an Architectural Designer, Draftsman, and        

Construction Manager. In order to do the construction inspections at the           

airport, I had to obtain confidential clearance from the FBI, the USPS,            

and the Dade County Aviation Department. I managed secret         

construction projects at the airport for the security sections located under           

the airport, to install security devices on the doors, to complete the layout             

of the facility to update the restrooms for disability access in accordance            

with 1995 building codes implemented after  Read more TI Profile 

 

Will Smith In The Movie FOCUS 

The average non woke person will watch television and movies everyday           

and think, that was a good movie or that was offal. However a targeted              

individual will look at it and say wow the writers and producers of that              

show or film know exactly about organized gang stalking, systematic          

timing, and covert harassment techniques.  

Once a TI enters into the force world and force programming you no               

longer view anything the same. To get a better understanding of how they             

organized gang stalk targeted individuals.   One must understand the  

 

techniques used in these programs to      

brainwash a target. In other words how       

they make these ideas stick in your head for         

long periods of time. Check out the movie        

Focus SCENE 60:00 (according to netflix).      

Nicky (Will Smith) explains to Jess how       

Tse had been programmed to pick 55 since        

he arrived, with subtle, subconscious     

prompts throughout his day. This is the       

part where Will Smith explains how they       

was able to program this persons over a 24         

hr period to con and manipulate them out        

of millions. This same technique is used       

online in cyber stalking a target and in        

public via street theater. In conjunction      

with the government technologies, such as      

remote neural monitoring will allow a      

never ending replay of unwanted seen      

events. Adding in perpetrators (organized     

gang stalkers) they train this will make a        

targeted individuals minutes turn into     

hours, days into months, and months into       

years, with this ongoing programming. Till      

a target can learn it like the back of their          

hands. Now add Facebook and Google data       

collecting which is a form of targeting into        

the equation and you get advance      

technologies working together   

manipulating a target. This is how they       

keep a target going around in circles by left         

righting you. WIKI 
  

 
Auther JusticeTI 
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